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1. 
The present invention relates to-packaging, and 

more especially to packages of~"fluid; inform of 
liquids or pastes‘ofï the ,type'sold atretail, and 
which include descriptive and direction circu 
lars or booklets more voluminous than can be 
conveniently imprinted upon the ordinary pack 
age label. 
As conducive'to a clear understanding of the 

invention', it Ais noted Athat the common expe 
dient 'of providin'g’cartons in which the descrip 
tion' and' direction’l circular or other literature 
is enclosed, togetherzwithï'thecontainers for the 
cosmetics, proprietary medicines or pastes or lid.-v 
uids, for. other uses adds much to the cost and 
bulk of the package and detracts from the ap 
pearance and sales appeal of the enclosed and 
concealed decorative bottle or jar. On the other 
hand, the tieing of the direction circulars or book 
lets to the neck of the unenclosed bottle or jar 
frequently leads to mutilation or loss of such 
literature in the course of handling or shipment 
and also detracts from the appearance of the 
package as a Whole. 
Among the objects of the invention are to pro 

vide a package for the retail sale of liquid or 
paste for cosmetic, medicinal or other uses, which 
dispenses with the need for an outer carton, but 
which nevertheless incorporates the more or less 
bulky and elaborate descriptive and direction cir 
cular or booklet, that is so coordinated with the 
bottle or jar as to protect the same against break 
age in handling and shipment and as to be itself 
protected by the bottle against crushing, tear 
ing or other mutilation or loss and in which the 
combined bottle or jar and circular or booklet 
has the appearance of an attractive unitary la 
beled bottle. 
In the accompanying drawings, in which are 

shown one or more of various possible embodi 
ments of the several features of this invention, 

Fig, 1 is a perspective side view of the pack 
age, 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view showing the cir 
cular or booklet being removed, 

Fig. 3 is a transverse sectional view taken on 
like 3-3 of Fig. 1, and 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary perspective view of a 
modification. 

Referring now to the drawings, the container 
I0 is a more or less conventional bottle or jar of 
the type used for cosmetics, and has an upright 
wall, and a reduced neck II threaded as at I2 
to accommodate a removable screw or cover cap 
I3, usually, though not necessarily, of plastic. 
The upright Wall of the bottle is usually a cir 
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cularcylinder'as shown, thoughiit may be an 
elliptical cylinder or of prismatic form, rectan 

' guiar, hexagonal, or octagonal, regular or irregu 
lar, or yof any other number‘of sides. The bot 
tle ,has one or more labels I4 as is common prac 

tice.` 
The descriptive anddirection‘circular or folder 

C which contains more descriptive matter than 
can commonly be applied tothe ordinary bot 
t1e_label ,is preferably, in the form of a large 
sheet which may befolded longitudinally and 
transversely to form Afour or more plies I5. The 
Width of the folded circular is preferably equal 
to the height of the cylindrical wall of the pack 
age and thelength of the outer plies and prefer 
ably of all plies of the circular is preferably equal 
to,V or very slightly greater than, the periphery 
of the cylindrical bottle wall. 1f desired a stapled 
booklet of corresponding width and length could 
be used. The circular or booklet snugly encom 
passes the bottle or jar and its upright and lat 
eral edges I6 are attached together by any de 
sirable means, preferably by a paper Wafer I'I. 
Thus the circular or booklet is securely and fric 
tionally held about the lwall of the bottle, with 
out being pasted thereto. The exposed face of 
the circular desirably has the same color and ap 
pearance as the filled bottle, and preferably has 
imprinted thereon a front label I8 which desir 
ably is an exact replica of the front or main 
label I4 pasted upon the bottle itself. It will 
be seen that the complete package as shown lat 
erally in Fig. 1 has, when viewed from the front, 
the same appearance to the eye as has the bot 
tle after the circular has been removed there 
from. 
The circular or booklet thus fashioned as a 

multi-ply paper sleeve C that snugly encloses the 
bottle, serves as a mechanical protector therefor 

40 and adequately cushions the bottles or jars against 
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breakage when packaged in lots of a dozen or 
more in shipping cartons, and thus dispenses with 
the need for partitioned cartons and therefore 
reduces the cost of packaging and shipment from 
the manufacturer to the Warehouse, the jobber 
or the retailer. Moreover, the circular or book 
let itself is kept from being wrinkled, creased, 
torn or lost, since it is reinforced, stiffened and 
protected throughout its area by its snug en 
gagement with the wall of the bottle. 
The Wafer is readily broken by the user and the 

direction circular drops from the bottle, since it 
is not otherwise secured thereto. The Wafer de 
sirably bears an appropriate legend, such as that 
shown, “Break seal to read directions.” 
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In the embodiment of Fig. 4 is shown a modi 
fication in which the screw cap I3’ is provided 
with a unitary lateral eye 2l! through which is 
threaded a wire or string, one length 2| of which 
extends under and diametrically of the wafer 
l1' by which it is adhesively held and the re 
turn length 22 of which extends over the wafer, 
the ends of the wire or string 2|, 22 being con 
nected together as at '23 to form a closed loop. 
In the present embodiment the intact condi-k 

tion of the wire or string and wafer gives assur 
ance to the purchaser that the package has not 
been tampered with, especially if the wafer bears 
a seal imprint. In the process of unscrewing the 
cap I3', it will be seen that the wafer Il’ is auto 
matically severed by the wire or cord and the 
descriptive circular drops off and is thus called 
to the attention of the user. 

It will .of course be understood that in either 
embodiment a plurality of circulars or booklets, 
of any number of plies, sheets or pages within 
limits, each preferably of the dimensions of the 
developed upright wall of the bottle or jar could 
be incorporated in the package, the entirety be 
ing held securely and frictionally in place by the 
wafer which secures together the upright edge 
portions of the outer ply, page or sheet. 
As many changes could be made in the above 

package and many apparently widely different 
embodiments of this invention could be made 
Without> departing from the scope of the claim, 
it is intended that all matter contained in the 
above description or shown in the accompanying 
drawings shall be interpreted as illustrative and 
not’in a limiting sense. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 
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4 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent of the United States is: 
A package comprising a bottle having a cylin 

drical wall, an upstanding neck and a removable 
screw cap thereon, a multiply descriptive circular 
about said cylindrical wall having the represen 
tation of a label at the front thereof with its up 
right edges terminating adjacent one another at 
the rear thereof and a wafer at the rear thereof 
connecting said edges of the outer ply of said cir 
cular, said cap having a lateral eye, a closed ñla 
ment loop therethrough diametrically straddling 
said wafer adjacent said edges and parallel 
therewith, with one length thereunder and one 
length thereover, whereby in unscrewing the cap 
the wafer becomes severed and the descriptive ' 
circular removed. i 
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